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Abstract
Throughout the years, extensive work has pointed out how important computing and exploiting invariants is in planning. However, no recent studies about their empirical impact regarding their ability to simplify and/or complete the model have been done. In particular, an analysis about the impact of invariants computed in regression from the goals is severely lacking, despite the existence of previous attempts to use this kind of invariants in different planning settings. In this work we focus on the ability of invariants to simplify the planning task in a preprocessing step. Our results show that this simplification significantly improves the performance of different optimal and satisficing planners.

Introduction
The invariants of a planning problem are relationships between the entities of the task that are true in the definition of the initial state and the goal condition (if the problem has a solution) and whose truth is preserved by the application of the actions of the problem. The importance of invariants has been highlighted by many authors throughout the years. First, different methods to compute invariants have been proposed (Gerevini and Schubert 1998; Fox and Long 1998; Rintanen 2000; 2008; Helmer 2009); second, the benefits of exploiting the information provided by invariants have proven to be essential in many planning paradigms. Examples of successful uses of invariants are partial-order planning (Penberthy and Weld 1992), planning graphs (Blum and Furst 1997), backward search (Bonet and Geffner 2001), planning as SAT (Chen, Xing, and Zhang 2007; Huang, Chen, and Zhang 2012) and multi-valued formulations of planning (Edelkamp and Helmer 1999; Helmer 2009).

However, and despite the substantial amount of publications dedicated to the study of invariants, some areas remain unclear. In particular, the computation of binary static mutexes using a reachability analysis in $P^m$ (Haslum 2009), arguably the most common form of invariant computation, and the impact of a fixpoint computation of invariants, have not been empirically studied in isolation. In addition, some major aspects, like the direction of the computation of the invariants, appear scattered in the literature. Hence, in this work we analyze some aspects of the computation of invariants, focusing on important details of the implementation and the direction of the computation. The aim of this work is to propose the use of invariants as a general method to simplify the model of the planning task (Haslum 2007), orthogonal to the techniques used to solve it. The empirical results obtained show a noticeable improvement in coverage for very different planners with little to no drawbacks.

Background

Classical planning tasks are formalized as a STRIPS problem (Fikes and Nilsson 1971) or a multi-valued problem. The two most common multi-valued formalizations are SAS+ (Bäckström and Nebel 1995) and the Finite-Domain Representation (Helmer 2006). In this work we will use SAS+, although we will make reference to the STRIPS formalization whenever it is relevant. A planning task in SAS+ is defined as a tuple $\Pi\equiv(\mathcal{V}, s_0, s_a, \mathcal{O})$. $\mathcal{V}$ is a set of state variables, and every variable $v \in \mathcal{V}$ has an associated extended domain $D^+_v = D_v \cup \{u\}$ composed of the regular domain of each variable, $D_v$, and the undefined value $u$ (used to denote unknown values). The value of a variable $v \in \mathcal{V}$ in a given state $s$, also known as fluent, is defined as $s[v]$. $s_0$ is the initial state. $s_a$ is the (commonly partial) state that defines the goals. $\mathcal{O}$ is a set of operators (actions), where each operator is a tuple $o = (\text{pre}(o), \text{post}(o), \text{prev}(o))$, where $\text{pre}(o), \text{post}(o), \text{prev}(o)$ represent the $\text{pre}$-, $\text{post}$- and $\text{prevail}$-conditions respectively. A solution plan $(a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n)$ where $a_i \in \mathcal{O}$ is related to a sequence of states $(s_0, s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n)$ s.t. $s_a \subseteq s_n$ and $s_i$ results from executing the action $a_i$ in $s_{i-1}$; $\forall i = 1..n$.

State invariants and Spurious States/Actions

A state invariant is a logical formula over the fluents of a state that must hold in every state that may belong to a solution path. We will work with two types of state invariants: relations of mutual exclusivity (mutex) and “exactly-1” invariant groups.

Definition 1. (Mutex) A set of fluents $M = \{f_1, \ldots, f_m\}$ is a set of mutually exclusive fluents of size $m$ (mutex of size $m$) if there is no state $s \subseteq S$ that may belong to a solution path such that $M \subseteq s$. 
This differs from the original definition of mutex by Bonet and Geffner (2001) in that it does not depend on \( s_0 \). While the original definition is suitable to identify states unreachable from \( s_0 \), it does not contemplate other cases, as unreachable states from \( s_a \) (which would correspond to forward dead ends) or spurious states detected using other types of invariants.

The most common method to find mutexes is the \( h^m \) heuristic (Bonet and Geffner 2001). \( h^m \) performs a reachability analysis in \( P^m \) (Haslum 2009), a semi-relaxed version of the original problem in which atoms are actually sets of \( m \) fluents. If the value of \( h^{max} \) of an atom in \( P^m \) is infinite (it is unreachable in \( P^m \)) then that atom is a mutex of size \( m \).

The time needed to compute \( h^m \) grows exponentially with \( m \), so we will consider only mutexes of size two.

**Definition 2.** ("exactly-1" invariant group) An "exactly-1" invariant group is a set of fluents \( I_g = \{f_1, \ldots, f_n\} \) such that \( \forall p_m = \{f_1, f_2\}, f_1 \in I_g \land f_2 \neq f_1, p_m \) is mutex, and \( (f_1 \lor \ldots \lor f_n) \) is a state invariant.

All the variables \( v \in \mathcal{V} \) are "exactly-1" invariant groups, but not all the "exactly-1" invariant groups of the problem need to be variables. Groups of fluents such that all the elements are pairwise mutex can be completed with an additional fluent (none of those) to turn them into "exactly-1" invariant groups (Helmer 2009).

**Definition 3.** (Spurious state/action) A spurious state is a state that cannot be part of a solution path. A spurious action is an action that cannot be part of a solution plan.\(^1\)

A state that violates a state invariant is spurious and hence can be safely pruned. An action whose preconditions or effects violate a state invariant is also spurious and can also be safely discarded.

**Implementation Details of \( h^2 \)**

Due to its simplicity and efficiency, \( h^2 \) is the most popular invariant computation method. There exist generalizations of \( h^2 \) (Rintanen 2008), but for classical planning \( h^2 \) is still widely used. In spite of this, there are important details that affect its behavior.

**Negated Atoms**

\( h^2 \)'s original definition is based on STRIPS. This does not represent explicitly the negation of the propositions, which may be problematic, e.g.; in the Matching-Blocksworld domain, a block may become non-solid, in which case no other block can be stacked on top of it. Solid blocks are represented by the predicate \((\text{solid}\ ?X - \text{block})\), so a non-solid block is identified by having the corresponding proposition as false. Because of this, a mutex like \( \{\text{on}\ a, \neg(\text{solid}\ b)\} \) will not be found by \( h^2 \), with a potentially high detrimental impact. Yet, not all the propositions need to have their negation explicitly represented.

**Theorem 1.** Only the propositions that do not belong to an "exactly-1" invariant group must have their negation explicitly represented to ensure that all spurious states detectable with binary mutexes can be found.

\(^1\)Again, this does not depend on \( s_0 \) for the aforementioned reasons.

**Proof by contradiction.** Let \( p, q \) be propositions such that \( (\neg p \lor q) \) is a mutex. Let \( I_g = \{p, f_1, \ldots, f_n\} \) be an "exactly-1" invariant group such that \( p \in I_g \), \( \neg p \Rightarrow (f_1 \lor \ldots \lor f_n) \), so whenever \( (\neg p \land q) \) is true then \( ((q \land f_1) \lor \ldots \lor (q \land f_n)) \) is true. Therefore, \( ((q \land f_1), \ldots, (q \land f_n)) \) are mutexes too and whenever \( (\neg p \land q) \) is true, at least one of those mutexes is violated.

In SAS\(^2 \), fluents that do not belong to an "exactly-1" invariant group will be grouped with a (none of those) fluent. Therefore, the negation of the fluents of a SAS\(^2 \) task does not need to be explicitly represented, as all the fluents will be part of an "exactly-1" invariant group.

**Unreachable Actions**

Every action that has not been applied in \( h^2 \) is spurious, as it is unreachable in \( P^2 \) and necessarily contains mutex preconditions. Spurious actions will not be applicable forward, but they may be applicable backwards or be otherwise used in other parts of the planner, like the heuristic computation.

**Encoding Extra Information in the Actions**

Other invariant computation methods use the invariants found to enrich the description of the actions and find new invariants with a fixpoint computation (Gerevini and Schubert 1998; Rintanen 2000; 2008). This is applicable to \( h^2 \) too. A general way to do this is to disambiguate the actions (Alcázar et al. 2013). This consists of creating a CSP in which the "exactly-1" invariant groups are the variables, the fluents that belong to them are their domain, and the mutexes are the constraints. Departing from a partial state, constraint propagation is enforced. If the domain of some variable becomes empty, the partial state is spurious. If the domain of some variable has a single valid value, it can be encoded explicitly in the partial state. This can be done with both the effects and preconditions of the actions, and generalizes over other methods such as e-deletion (Vidal and Geffner 2005). If the preconditions or effects of an operator are inconsistent with the state invariants, it can be removed. This includes all the actions unreachable in \( h^2 \), but it may detect more.

**State Invariants in Regression**

Current invariant computation methods work in progress starting from \( s_0 \) and inferring new information forward. However, this can be also done from \( s_a \) in regression, inferring new information backward: imagine a problem with a truck, with fuel encoded in a discrete fashion using a sequence of fluents. The truck must arrive to its destination, and moving from one location to an adjacent one uses one fuel unit. By regressing over \( s_a \), one can easily infer that at the locations at distance 1 of the destination the truck must have at least one unit of fluent, at the locations at distance 2, 2 units, and so on. This implication can be encoded with a set of mutexes. For example, being at a location at distance 2 of the destination and having 1 unit of fuel is a mutex.

Forward search planners can prune spurious states that violate mutexes computed backward, e.g.; if a forward search planner finds a mutex "truck at some location" and "fuel
equals \( n^2 \), that state can be pruned, as the truck will not be able to make it to its destination. This is the reason why Definition 1 does not depend exclusively on \( s_0 \), as mutexes can be computed in either direction. Invariants computed in regression can be used normally in any planning paradigm, but only the invariants computed in the opposite direction matter when pruning states during state space search.

**Theorem 2.** An invariant computed in a given direction cannot be violated by a state generated in that direction.

**Proof sketch.** The invariants of the relaxation of a problem are a subset of the invariants of the original problem. Invariants hold through the application of actions. Hence, all the invariants respected in a given direction in a relaxed problem will hold in the same direction in the original one.

Backward invariants can be computed using a reversed formulation \( R(\Pi) \) of the original problem \( \Pi \), initially proposed by Massey (1999) and later revisited by Pettersson (2005) and Suda (2013). This reversed problem is computable in polynomial time and space, and every solution plan of \( R(\Pi) \) corresponds univocally to a solution plan of \( \Pi \). \( s_0 \) in \( R(\Pi) \), which corresponds to \( s_0 \) in \( \Pi \), is commonly a partial state though. In order to obtain as much information as possible from \( \Pi \), it is advisable to disambiguate \( s_0 \) in \( R(\Pi) \) with information from forward invariants.

Regarding the actual computation of invariants in regression, this is not a novel idea. Pettersson already used \( R(\Pi) \) to compute a reversed planning graph, which yields the set of static binary mutexes obtained by backward \( h^2 \) when it levels off. Also, Haslum (2008) explicitly implemented \( h^2 \) on \( R(\Pi) \) to use it as an admissible heuristic for a forward heuristic planner. Nevertheless, neither author explored this line as a general way to obtain invariants, nor reported the amount of mutexes found or the number of spurious actions discarded. Performing \( h^2 \) in regression dominates a backwards reachability analysis (which is nothing but \( h^\text{max} \) in regression) and has the same properties as \( h^2 \) in progression.

Since in this work we use SAS\(^*\), a few points must be clarified. First, we do not encode the negation of fluents explicitly. Second, the reversed operators are substantially simpler to obtain: the preconditions of the action become the postconditions and vice versa, while the prevail conditions remain the same. In the computation of \( h^2 \) backwards, though, we have to deal with undefined preconditions, i.e., a variable \( v \in V \) and an action \( a \in O \) such that \( \text{pre}(a)[v] = \{u\} \) and \( \text{post}(a)[v] \neq \{u\} \). In this case, any value of \( D_v \) should be considered as a potential postcondition in regression, which corresponds to an add effect of the action in \( h^2 \). However, by disambiguating the action some values of \( D_v \) may be discarded, obtaining a tighter set of add effects (for instance, if a fluent \( p \in D_v \) is mutex with another fluent \( p' \) such that \( p' \in \text{pre}(a) \), then \( p \) does not need to be an add effect in regression). Note that these potential postconditions in regression cannot be used to infer delete effects straightforwardly by adding as a delete any fluent mutex with them: unless a fluent is mutex with all the potential preconditions of \( D_v \), it cannot be added as a delete (following the former example, if \( D_v = \{p, q, r\} \) and \( p \) was discarded, a fluent \( p'' \) can only be added as a delete effect if \( p'' \) is mutex with both \( q \) and \( r \)).

The computation of invariants in both directions can be combined to allow inferring more information. For instance, it is possible that after a backward computation of \( h^2 \), additional mutexes can be found forward by computing \( h^2 \) with the additional backward invariants. Algorithm 1 shows the fixpoint procedure employed.

**Experiments**

We have implemented the described techniques as part of Fast Downward’s preprocessor (Helmert 2006). To assess their usefulness, we have first analyzed their capability to simplify the benchmark tasks of the International Planning Competition (IPC) for optimal planning. Table 1 shows the sum of original facts (\( F \)) and actions (\( O \)) among all the problems of the domain, the geometric mean of the ratio of remaining facts (\( % F \)) and actions (\( % O \)) after the simplification, the sum of forward mutexes barring those encoded by \( V \) (\( M_{fa} \)), the geometric mean of the ratio of forward mutexes that were not extracted from “exactly-1” invariant groups (\( % M_{fa} \)), the number of backward mutexes (\( M_{bw} \)), the maximum number of times that mutexes were computed forward or backward until no new invariants could be found (\( i \)) and the maximum time necessary to compute the invariants (\( t(s) \)) among all the problems of the domain. In the latter, if in at least one problem the invariant computation surpassed the imposed limit of 300 seconds, we report the number of problems in which this occurs instead.

A significant simplification is obtained in several domains. More than a fourth of the facts could be discarded in three domains (Airport, Parcprinter and Tidybot), and more than three fourths of the actions in Airport and Tidybot, with several other domains like Trucks, Scanalyzer, NoMystery or Floortile greatly benefiting from action pruning too. Some of these domains are STRIPS versions of ADL formulations, which indicates that a naive compilation may produce a high number of irrelevant actions and facts, but in domains like Floortile and NoMystery this is due to their structure.

In many domains \( h^2 \) finds a sizable amount of new mutexes, and in 15 domains backward mutexes are found, with a positive correlation between the number of backward mutexes and pruned actions in most cases. Only in three domains the computation of invariants is not possible under 300 seconds, and often in tasks far from the reach of current

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1: Fixpoint computation of invariants.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[ fw \leftarrow True, \text{updatedFW} \leftarrow True, \text{updatedBW} \leftarrow True \]
| \textbf{while} \text{updatedFW} \lor \text{updatedBW} \textbf{do}  |
| \hspace{0.5cm} \textbf{if} \text{fw} \land \text{updatedBW} \textbf{then}  |
| \hspace{1.5cm} \text{updatedFW} \leftarrow \text{computeH2(fw)} \lor \text{disambiguateActions()}  |
| \hspace{0.5cm} \textbf{if} \neg \text{fw} \land \text{updatedFW} \textbf{then}  |
| \hspace{1.5cm} \text{updatedBW} \leftarrow \text{computeH2(fw)} \lor \text{disambiguateActions()}  |
| \hspace{0.5cm} \text{fw} \leftarrow \neg \text{fw}  |
Table 1: Results of the invariant computation.

We also did an ablation study disabling some features of the preprocessor. Disambiguation used to prune spurious actions proved to be essential in Airport, Floortile, Parcprinter, TPP and Woodworking, but disabling the encoding of invariants in the actions via disambiguation had very little impact. The fixpoint alternation of the forward and backward direction is of most importance in Parcprinter, though it also helps in other domains such as Airport and Sokoban. Disabling the backward $h^2$ computation has a major impact in domains with an important amount of backward mutexes.

Now we check whether simplifying the problem helps current planners to solve more tasks. Table 2 shows the coverage of four planners, two optimal planners run on the optimal benchmark - Fast Downward with blind search and the lm-cut heuristic (Helmer and Domshlak 2009) - and two satisficing planners on the satisfying benchmark - FD is Fast Downward with lazy greedy best-first search, preferred operators and the FF heuristic (Hoffmann and Nebel 2001), and LAMA is the first iteration of LAMA (Richter and Westphal 2010). Only the domains for which a change in coverage was observed are displayed. As shown by the results, there is a significant improvement in all four planners. The optimal planners solve strictly more tasks, and most of the tasks lost by FD are due to different tie breakings. This result is very significative, as it proves that an orthogonal preprocessing step helps planners of a very different nature.

We also tried a version that explicitly checked if backward invariants were violated when generating states forward. Blind search benefited from this, solving six more tasks in Floortile, one more in Sokoban08 and one more in Trucks-strips, and reducing the number of expanded nodes in other domains. The results remained unchanged for the heuristic planners, though. This is because once some actions are pruned thanks to the backward $h^2$, the reachability analysis done by these planners suffices to detect states that violate backward mutexes as forward dead-ends.

Table 2: Coverage of different planners. In domains with different sets of problems, the corresponding set was used.

Conclusions

In this work we have analyzed several unclear aspects of invariant computation. Additionally, we have done an experimental analysis regarding implementation details not covered by previous works, with a particular emphasis on the computation of invariants in regression. Results show that it is very advantageous to exploit invariants in a preprocessing step to simplify the planning task, even if those invariants are not explicitly used during search.

We leave as future work exploring other invariant computation methods in regression and testing empirically the impact of backward invariants in other paradigms. The potential of completing the model using invariants is also interesting, e.g.: disambiguating undefined preconditions can positively affect LP-based heuristics (Pommerening et al. 2014) by turning actions that sometimes consume or produce an atom into actions that always do so. We also plan to have a closer look at the interaction with complementary methods to simplify the planning task such as irrelevant-action pruning (Scholz 2004; Haslum, Helmer, and Jonsson 2013).
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